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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this report is to describe the construction of an 

optical analog to a symmetric quadrupole by use of an IBM 650  computer 

program. 

This work was done under the auspices of.the U. S. Atomic Enerr 

Commission0 
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OPTICAL ANALOG FOR A SX'1vllETRiC QUADRUPOLE 
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Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report describes the construction of an optical analog 

to a symmetric quadrupole by use of an IBM 650 computer program called 

TRIP OLE, 

A. quadrupole consists of three magnetic-field sections separated 

by field-free sections. In a symmetric quadrupole the first and third 

fields are identical and the two inner field-free sections are likewise 

The quadrupole affects the trajectory of a charged particle in 

much the same way as a ray of light is affected by a system of three lenses. 

This analogy enables us to describe the effect of the quadrupole in optical 

terms. 

If we consider one field section there is one plane such that any 

trajectory lying therein experiences the maximum convergent effect. As 

for trajectories in this plane, the field is analogous to a convex lens 

of some focal length. However, because of alternation of polarity in 

the field, 'there is an orthogonal plane in which the field is analogous 

to a concave lens of some other focal length. Thus associated with 

each field section we have two focal lengths. However, we are able to 

relate both to a single argument. The determination of this argument 

for each field section is the, first step in the development , , of the 

optical analog. 
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For the quadrupole as a whol,e the optical analog is a convergent-

divergent_convergent (CIJC) system in one plane, while in an orthogonal 

plane it is a divergent_cOnVergent_divergant (IJCD) system. See Figs. 

1 and 2. 

By successive application of the simple lens formula and by use 

of the argument relation mentioned above we are. able to derive two 

transcenderid equations for the two argumentse (We note that fields I and 

III are identical, hence their arguments are likewise identica:L) Due to 

trigonometric terms, we have a muLtiplicity of solutions. In the program 

TRIPOLE we seek the least positive values of the arguments which satisfy 

the two equations. In solving the equations, we must know the object and 

image distances in both the CDC and DCD planes, and the lengthsof field 

and field-free sections of the quadrupole. 

With any point.ôna trajectory lying in the CDC plane we can ass-

ociate a vector with two components, respectively the distance from tA 

point to the longitudinal axis of the quadrupole and the slope of the 

trajectory at the po.int with respect to that axis6 The argument ana tne 

length of a field section determine a 2 x 2 matrix which represents the 

transformation of an entering trajectory by the.field. The matrix-vector 

product is the vector characterizing the trajectory as it leaves the field. 

A similar but simpler matrix dependent on the length of a field-free 

section likewise gives the effect on a trajectory as it passes through. 

The product of all such matrices for all sections gives the total effct 	* 

of the quadrupole on an entering trajectory lying in the CDC plane. 

A similar process used in the DCD plane gives a second matrix 

representing the .total effeôt of ,  the quadrupole on an entering trajectory 

which lies in the DCD plane 
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From the arguments for the field sections we can compute the focal 

lengths, and their partial derivatives with respect to object distance0 

Using the CDC and DCD matrices described above, we can compute the positions 

of the principal planes andthe magnification, and by perturbing the 

arguments determine the circles of confusion respectively for the CDC 

and DCD systems0 

By using section matrices in the CDC plane successivelywe can 

determine the maximum slope for a trajectory originating at a given object 

distance such that the, trajectory lies within all limiting surfaces of the 

quadrupole and collimator0 A similar process gives the maximum slope in 

the DCD system. For this, the transverse dimensions of the collimator 

and the radius of the quadrupole orifice, must be known. 

Complete formulation for the above is given in Appendix 2 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 

The basic information must be supplied in IBM 650 machine 

language floating-point numbers by means of two input data cards0 All 

distances are in inches0 See Fig0 3 and Fig 0  L 

First Data Card 

First word: p, object distance in CDC plane measured to centerline 

-• 	 of first field section0 

Second word: p?,  object distance in DCD plane measured to 

centerline of first field section0 

Third word: q, image distance in CDC plane measured from centerline 

of third section 

Fourth word: q, image distance in DCD plane measured from 

centerline of third field section. 	 , 

Fifth word: 	, length of first (and third) field sectidns. 
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Sixth word: 	length of second field section, 

Seventh word: d, distance from centerline of a field section 

to centerline of the next field section. 

Eighth word: F, momentum in Mev/c.. 

Second Data Card 

First word:. h; distance from collimator face to longitudinal 

axis of quadrupole in the CDC plane,, 

Second word: h , distance from collimator face to axis of 

quadrupole in the . DCD plane. 

Third word: k, distance from inner face Of collimator to centerline 

of first field section. 	. 

lourth word: h, distance from fielo face to axis0 

Other vords: All zeroes. 

OUTPUT FROM TRIPOLE 

The output from TRIPOLE is punched cards with IBM 650 machine 

language floating-point numbers as follows: 

First Output Card 	. 

Repeats first data card. 

Second Output Card 

First word: . 	- argument for first (and third) field section 

Second word: e - argument for second field section 

Fifth word: ( 	) - field derivative for first field in dr 1 

kG/cm. 

S. 

Sixth word: ): 
.....field derivative for second field in kG/cm0 

All otherwords: Zeroes, 
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Third Output Card 

First word: f I - absolute focal length,. first field, CDC plane. 

Second word: I fj - absolute focal length, first field, DCD plane. 
Third word: f2  - absolute focal length, second field, CDC plane. 

Fourth word f 	- absolute focal length, second field, DCD 

plane. 	 . 

All othr words: Zroes. 	 . 

Fourth Output Card 
.f. 	. 	 . 

1  First word: 	- part ial derivative of f 1.with respect to P. 

af ' 1  
Second word: 	 . 

Third word: 	2 	 . 

Fourth word: 

Fifth word: 

Sixth.word: 	 . 

All other words: Zeroes. 

Fifth Output Card - A, the CDC Matrix 	. 	 . 	. 

First word: a 	, 11 	 . 	a11 	a12 \ 

Second word: a12  . 	
A = 

Third word: a21  . 	 . 

Fourth word a22 	
a21 	a22  

All other words: Zeroes. 	. 	 . 
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Sixth Output Cprd - A, the DCD Matrix  

Fifth word: 	a 

Sixth word: 	a12 	 7, A =7
a a 11 . .12  

Seventh word: 	a t  

21. 

Eighth word: 	a22 	 . 	a 21 	a 22  

All other words: 	Zeroes. 
 

Seventh Output Garde 

First word: 	b( 0), distance from centerline of first field 

section to object principal plane in the CDC systethe 

Second word: 	b(I), distance from citerline of last field section 

to image principal plane, in the CDC system. 

Fourth word: 	M, magnification in CDC systeme 	. 

All other word: 	Zeroes. 	. 

Eighth Output Card 

Fifth 	word: 	.b ('0) 	distance from centerline of first field 

section to object principal plane in DCD sytern. 

Sixth word: 	b(I) distance from centerline of.last field section 

to image principal plane in DCD 'system. 

Eighth word: 	M, magnification in DCD system; 

All other words: 	Zeroes, 

Ninth Output Card 	 . 

• 	 . 	 First word: '  r, radius of confusion in..C1JC plane. 

Fifth word: 	r, radius of confusion' in DCD plane 

All other words zeroes. 

Tenth 	Output Card 

Repeats second data card.  
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Erenth Output Card 

First word: maximum slope from object . point in CDC plane 

Third word: maximum slope from object point in DCII plane. 

N 
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APPENDIX I. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The program deck containp.. standard drum-clear and load-punch routines. 

Place program deck followed by data cards in flreadTT  hopper. Several 

sets (two data cards each) may be processed successively. 

Set 

Programmed Stop 

Control 	Run 

Overflow 	Stop 

Error 	Stop 

Console 	70 	1951 	1951 

Display 	Program register 

Press 

• 	Computer reset 

Program start 

Read start 

Punch start 

On completion the program stops with a read command in the program 

register. About seven minutes are required for each case. 

Remove punched cards from punch hopper and print. 
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APPENDIX 110 FORMULATION., 

In the CDC plane, successive application of the thin—lens, formula 

gives 

 3fl + 	 f1  +f2  _ 	0, 	 (1) 

where 

= p+q+2d, 

(p + d) (q + d), 	 .. 	 (2) 

2(pq+pd+qd), 	 . 

.d(2pq+pd+qd), 

= 2pdq, 

=qpd 2, 

with f1, the focal lexth. of the lens corresponding to the first (and 

third) magnetic field and f 2, the focal length for the second field0 

For arguments 	andfor the first and second fields 

respectively, we have 

fSi

=  	 f, = 	. 	 0 	 (3) 
@1 n l 

Substituting these values in (1) and rationalizing yields 

e2  sinh .@ + 	J2 i  ir. 

+ 	l 82 sin 	sinh 2 - j2 
9 2 	2 	- 

2  sin2 	)( 	2.9 sinh 92 ) = 
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Letting 	x = 	Qsinh 	- and 	y 	@ 	sin 	@1 , we write 

- C2  + C4y - c6 2J + C1  + C3y - C5y2 	= 	0, 	 (5) 

where 	C1  ' 

C2= 
(Ole, 	 , 

0  

(6) 

C3 = 

or, more simply, 

x U1(y) ± 112 (y) = 0, 	 (7) 

where 

01 (y) = - C + C4y - C6y2  , V1 (y) = - C1  + C3y - C 5y2 . 	 () 

In the DCD plane (denoted by primes) we have, similarily, 

'2 2 - 	
+ 	if 	+ S f ' 1  + E f ' 2  - 	= 0 

(9) 

II 

=p +q +2d 

= (p t  + d)(q + d), 

= 2(pq + pd + qd), 

with f =-•____ 

ls1n0 I  

= d(2p ' q '  + p ' d + qd), 

I 	 V• 

a=2p q
t 
 d, 	 5 

	

= pqd 2, 	 ) 

f 0= 	 2 
2 	G2sinhQ2 
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and 	t 	siflh e 1  , 	 = sin 9 	 (12) 

.Wehave 

U2  (t) = v2 (t) = 0 	 (13) 

with 

u2(t) - D2  -D4t - D6t2 , 	V2(t) = D1  + D3t + D 
5 
 t 2 , 

where 

D1 = o' 	 D4 = 

D2  = D = EJ2 	 (15) 

D3 = 	 D6  = 

Equatiqns (7) d 3)must be solved su1taneous1y for 

( 
e 1 , e 2 ) corresponding to the thin-lens system0 

The matrix representing the transformation of a trajectory vector 

by either field-free section is 

• 	 (i 	L, where L = d - 1/2( 	 in either the 	 (16) 

\o 	i) 

CIJC or DCD plane. 

In the CDC plane the matrix for the first and third fields is 
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/ O5 @ 	(l sin @ê l 

•(l7) 

(e1  sin G 	 cos @ 

while for the second field it is 

(cosh 02 	sinh 

(18) 

cosh 
~ .(G 2 

sinh 6)4,e2  

and the matrix for the whole CDC system is the product 

B X)q= A. 	 (19) 

Likewise in the DCD plane we have 

	

/ cosh G, 	(l sinh / 
/ 	 = 	 (20) 

	

sinh 	 cosh @2 

sn @@2 

(G2

(21)  

Sfl 	 cos @2) 

and 

B '°J= A . 	
(22) 

If A and A applied respectively to a trajectory from p 

and to a trajectory from p '  give trajectories that will cross the 
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longitudinal axis near
, 
 q and qI respectively, then our thin-lens 

formulation is good enough. Otherwise we correct (@,  02)  by 

solving 

Error (q) = corr (@1) 	+ co±r ( 02)G 	 (23) 

Error (q ' ) 	corr (01) 	+ •corr (@2) 
. 	

. 	 (24) 

for corr (01) and corr (02)0.  The partial derivatives are approximated 

by difference ratios, using first a small variation of @1 
 with 

fixed, then a small variation of G
2  with 9l 

 fixed0 

The correction process is iterated until, desired agreement 

with q and q is obtained, 

From the corrected solution. 	 we compute 

dr 1 
- 	

' 	dr 2 
-

0.312 

and then 

_e 	I  

k11 	l sin 	' 	 Th sinh 02 
' 	 (26) 

	

= __________ 	
- 	2 

1 	sinh 01 	' 	 2 - 2 	e2 

Next we compute numerators for partial derivatives, 

N 
- p f12  f2  - p f12 	f1  f2 

+ ~p 
 f1 

- 	

f2 
- 	

(27) 

where
. 	 = 	

, etc,, 
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- 	 - 

and 

t 	t 	 ' 	2 	' 	 '2 	t 	 T 	'•?- 

N= d , f 1.f ,2 -f 1 	ór 12 S 
P 	 p 	 p 	 p. 

+ pt 

f2 - 

Then we compute 

-N 
ap = -20f1f2  - 2f1  +f2 + 

-N 

-N 

- 	- 	+2flf2q + 	- 2f2.q -qq 

-N 

pt 	= 	2f 1f2 - 2 	f ' 1  + ë ' f ' 2 	8' ' 

-N - 	
'2 	t 

O 	+ £ 1 + a 

(28) 

 

1 
 

-N 

- 	fV12r2 - £'2Tqt + 2 £ 1f 2 	- 	1 	
+ 2f 2  E'qT 	

'q' 

Next we compute corrected rnatrice A and. A ,  from the corrected 

(e1, @2), using Eqs0 (16) through (21). - 

Using the vector •u 	(h,0), characterizing an entering trajectoi7 

parallel to the axis, we compute Au = v = (x1 , x2 ) and Au, = v' = (y1
1 
	) 
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then 

• 	
h-x1 

b(I) = H- . 

and 

h_yilb(I)=-.----+ 

By symmetry of quadrupole wehave 

b(0).= b(I) 	 b(o. = b(I) 

Next we compute magnifications, 

N = , 	 N = 
s (0) 

where 

s(I) = b(I) +q 	 s(0). b0)+ p 

• 	s ' (I) = b(I) + qt, 
	

s(0). = b(0) + p 	•, 

To determine the radii of confusion we replace 0 by 9 1  - 0,005 91  

and e2  by. e2  - 0.005 e2, and compute new perturbed matrices A 

and A by Eqs. (16) - (21), using these values. Using vectors 

U = ( h, 	 ) and u=(h, h/p - _4/2 ) for trajectories 

originating at p and p respectively, we compute 

I 

Au = v = (x1 , x2 ) 1 	 Au = v = (y 1, y2 ) 5  

then 

r = x1  + x2  ( q _j/2) 	and r '  = Y, + y2  (q T  -/2) 
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give respective radii of confusion. 

Reverting now to the corrected . (riob . perturb,ed) solution 

( 811 82) and the associated sectiofl matrices, 	, 4, B,, we take 
hc(p-l1/2) h 

the vector u = 	- k 	
k ) and compute )u = u 1  = (x1 , x2 ) 

and test for x h; if so then test for x 2 > 0; if so the trajectory 

clears the face of the first field section. 

For x<0, the trajectory has a maximum height within the field 

section which can be approximated by finding the intersection of the 

entering trajectory extended as a straight line,, with the exiting trajectory 

traced back as straight.line, for the distance hm  h then the trajectory 

clears the face of the first field. 

If the trajectory strikes the face of the first field section 

we reduce the slope of the trajectory from p. 

Similar tests applied to sticcessive sections in the CDC system 

and to the section inthe DCD system finally give the maximum slopes 

tTh 	T 

for trajectories originating at p and p respectively which 

will pass through the quadrupole without striking any surfaces. 
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